DO NOT ACCEPT LIST
(ALL EXCEPTIONS AT MANAGER’S DISCRETION)

Animal accessories and equipment, used
Apparel with advertising
Appliances: small appliances in poor condition
Chandeliers
Dried flowers
Electronics: amplifiers, speakers, TV’s, VCR’s, cassette players, large CD and DVD players, large radios,
   computers, computer equipment, peripherals, FAX machines, used telephones, answering
   machines
Exercise equipment, large
Food or medicine of any kind
Footwear: shoes and used socks & stockings
Frames: small inexpensive
Furniture: beds, bed frames, sofas, large upholstered items, very large table and chair sets, very large
   sideboards, etc.
Gift wrap: opened or partially used
Gowns: evening, prom, bridesmaids, etc.
Jewelry: damaged
Luggage: worn, old, without wheels unless a carryall
Mirrors large: only with manager’s approval
Novels
Personal grooming devices: used
Pictures, prints: generic, smaller than 12” wide
Pillows (except those included with new or like-new bed sets)
Plastic storage units: large
Rugs larger than 8’ X 10’
Stuffed animals of any kind except new with tags at holiday times
Textbooks

EXCEPTIONS MAY BE MADE FOR DONATED ITEMS AND SPECIALTY ITEMS AT MANAGER’S DISCRETION
VINTAGE IS ALWAYS AN EXCEPTION